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Message from the Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to welcome you all to this 10th Annual General Meeting of 

the Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI), and to present the audited report of accounts for 

the period 2020-2021.  

 

I am further pleased to announce that the BFTI is in the 19th year of its existence and has 

gradually been developing its training and research capacity to build itself as a centre of 

excellence in the arena of international trade. I gratefully recognise the support provided by the 

World Bank, European Union and GTZ at its initial stage. The Government, then, stepped into 

the vacuum and provided BFTI with endowment funds. I thank especially the Finance Division, 

Ministry of Finance for extending support.  

 

BFTI conducted approximately 419 training programmes, seminars, research and other events 

during the period 2003-2021 to fulfill its mission. Only during the financial year of July 2020-

June 2021, BFTI conducted approximately 20 training programmes, seminars, research and other 

events. BFTI also provided policy support to the Government and the private sector to carry out 

various research activities. The BFTI is now engaged in conducting a ‘Joint Feasibility Study on 

the proposed Bangladesh-India Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA)’ for 

the Ministry of Commerce (MoC), Government of Bangladesh with the Centre for Regional 

Trade (CRT). In addition, the BFTI has been working in a project titled ‘03 Studies Suggested by 

NTTFC of BRCP-1 Project’ in collaboration with the Keystone Business Support Company 

Limited. 

 

Moreover, BFTI has signed a non-financial Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with CNN 

International Commercial (CNNIC) to promote different export sectors of Bangladesh globally 
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in the CNN network. BFTI and the BRAC Business School, BRAC University are jointly 

starting a Post-Graduation Diploma (PGD) program on International Trade and Business. The 

program is expected to start from March 2022. The six-months-long comprehensive program 

will be delivered through a unique blend of resource persons from both academic and 

professional backgrounds.   

 

During this period, BFTI also carried out various fee-generating training and services.  The 

“Totho Apa’ Project Under Ministry of Women and Children Affairs and BFTI have signed an 

agreement which is aimed at building a digital Bangladesh to provide ‘E-commerce Training for 

Women through E-learning’ to rural women entrepreneurs through 490 information centers 

across the country. BFTI is implementing the initiative by creating an e-commerce platform 

named ‘laalsobuj.com’. 

 

Besides, the BFTI is working on the project titled, ‘Vision-2041 Project’. BFTI has prepared a 

Five-Year-Long strategic plan (2021-26). The main purposes of the strategic plan are to 

determine the direction of BFTI by preparing an Action Matrix, to create a common goal for the 

employees of the BFTI. 

 

Moreover, the BFTI has been approaching different embassies of Bangladesh, business 

chambers, associations, attached departments under the Ministry of Commerce, and other 

Ministries for generating more research and training works.  

 

The BFTI has been also involved in developing partnership programmes with internationally 

reputed institutions like Canadian Trade Commissioner, UNESCAP, National Board of Trade, 

Sweden, World Trade Institute (WTI), virtual institute of UNCTAD, International Trade Centre 

(ITC), UNNExT, British Council- PROKAS project, Katalyst and Indian Institute of Foreign 

Trade (IIFT) towards development of international standard education and training programmes 

and to develop international cooperation in the areas of research and consultancy.     

      

I am happy to learn that the BFTI has been able to enlist the technical and financial support of 

UNESCAP to organise courses to train their officials as well as these from the MoC & BTTC for 

trade negotiations.  
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I am also pleased to let you know that the BFTI played a vital role in our joining the ‘Facilitating 

the Cross-Border Paperless Trade in Bangladesh’ by cabinet ratification. BFTI also joined an 

international team to assess the country needs of Bangladesh prior to that. 

 

However, the activities of the BFTI got severely hampered owing to Covid-19. During the 

Covid-19 pandemic, the BFTI also continued its research-based activities using digital devices.  

 

I sincerely believe that with support from our members, we can make our BFTI a centre of 

excellence in international trade research, training and education. 

 

Before I conclude, I would like to express my sincere thanks to the members of the Board of 

Directors and BFTI staff. BFTI’s achievement so far has been possible only because of your 

advice and guidance, which have been of enormous benefit and encouragement to all concerned. 

We look forward to making the BFTI an apex trade policy research institute in the country. 

 

Joy Bangla! Joy Bangabandhu! 

 

 

Tipu Munshi, MP 

Chairman, BFTI Board of Directors  

             & 

Minister, Ministry of Commerce 

Government of People’s Republic of Bangladesh  

Dated: Dhaka, 26 December, 2021 
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Message from the CEO 

 

 

Mr. Chairman  

& 

Dear Members,                           

 

It is indeed a matter of great pleasure for me to welcome you all at the 10th Annual General 

Meeting of the Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI). I would like to express my heartfelt 

thanks and gratitude to the Hon’ble Chair, Vice-Chairs and members present. It also gives me an 

immense pleasure to present before you the Annual Report along with Audited Financial Reports 

of the BFTI for the period 2020-2021. 

 

The BFTI, as you are aware, was established as a non-profit research and training institute in 

2003 as a public-private partnership (PPP) institute. It is patronised by a few important ministries 

of the government, including Finance, Industries, the Ministry of Commerce (MoC), and the 

most important private sector business organisations. Its main focus is on research, skill 

development, training and policy advocacy in international trade-related issues.  

 

According to the direction given in several meetings of BFTI Board, after joining the BFTI as 

CEO I have taken initiative of opening the academic programs. In this connection, BFTI has 

signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with BRAC Business School, BRAC University 

on 31 October, 2021 for starting a Post Graduate Diploma (PGD) course on international trade 

and business. The program is expected to start by March 2022. 

 

Shortly after joining the BFTI as CEO in July 2021, I have revised and restarted several trainings 

and workshops like: Training on Rules and Procedures for Import and Export, Workshop on 

Understanding WTO and its Agreement, Workshop on LDC Graduation of Bangladesh: 

Challenges and Strategies, Workshop on Process of Conducting Feasibility Study for PTA and 

FTA and Stakeholders’ consultation meeting of Trade in Goods section under CEPA study. 
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It is worth mentioning that the BFTI is conducting a Joint Feasibility Study on a Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) between Bangladesh and India, mandated by the FTA 

Wing of the Ministry of Commerce. Besides, The BFTI has been awarded a Notification of 

Award by the BRCP-1 for conducting 03 Studies Suggested by National Trade and Transport 

Facilitation Committee (NTTFC) in FY 2020-21 under the World Bank funded Bangladesh 

Regional Connectivity Project–1, WTO Cell, Ministry of Commerce. 

 

BFTI has signed a non-financial Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with CNN International 

Commercial (CNNIC) to promote potential export sectors of Bangladesh globally on the CNN 

network. The Hon’ble Commerce Minister Mr. Tipu Munshi, MP launched the "Made in 

Bangladesh" campaign on 9 December, 2021.  

 

The “Totho Apa’ Project Under Ministry of Women and Children Affairs and BFTI have signed 

an agreement which aimed at building a digital Bangladesh to provide e-commerce support to 

rural women entrepreneurs through 490 information centers across the country. Along with this, 

The BFTI is now conducting training for the Mind Inspire to National Achievement (MINA) 

group members who are 2,250 members in total in 450 Upazilas of Bangladesh formed under the 

Totho Apa Project on digital market place through e-learning platform for ensuring the 

sustainability of the Laalsobuj.com.  

Moreover, Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI) with the support of MoC will coordinate 

an e-learning training course titled "Key Principles of Trade Policy and Trade Promotion” 

proposed by the Canadian High Commission in Dhaka through a software platform “Talent 

LMS” for the period January 10, 2022 through March 31, 2022. 

 

Under my editorship, the BFTI has started publishing Trade for Change, a quarterly newsletter of 

BFTI. In addition, weekly edition of BFTI International Trade news is also initiated since August 

2021. BFTI is also going to publish a half-yearly journal on regular basis. 

 

The BFTI also took several initiatives to collaborate with several private organisations as 

important Foreign Missions of Bangladesh. The BFTI is also engaged in developing  partnership 

programmes with internationally reputed institutions like world trade institute (WTI), virtual 

institute of UNCTAD, International Trade Centre (ITC), UNESCAP, UNNExT, British Council- 
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PROKAS project, National Board of Trade (NBT), Katalyst and Indian institute of foreign trade 

(IIFT) towards development of international standard education and training programmes and to 

develop international cooperation in the areas of research and consultancy. In addition, the BFTI 

has been working in an international project titled ‘FTA Capacity Development of Bangladesh’ 

in collaboration with the National Board of Trade (NBT), Sweden, the Ministry of Commerce, 

and the Economic Relations Division (ERD), funded by National Board of Trade, (NBT), 

Sweden.    

 

I also have the pleasure to present before the Hon’ble Chairman and the Members of the Board 

of Directors, the audited accounts of the BFTI for the financial year 2020-2021. 

 

I would beseech you all for a continued support and blessings of this august body for 

successfully carrying on the responsibilities of an ambitious organisation like the BFTI. 

 

Thank you all. 

 

 

Dr. Md. Jafar Uddin  

Chief Executive Officer 

Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI) 

Dated: Dhaka, 26 December, 2021 
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About BFTI 

 

Bangladesh Foreign Trade 

Institute (BFTI) is a non-

profit research and training 

institution. Founded in 

2003, it traces its inception 

to the concept of public-

private partnership (PPP) 

between the Ministry of 

Commerce (MoC), 

Government of Bangladesh 

and the private sector. Its 

prime focus is on research, 

education, training and 

policy advocacy on 

international trade-related 

issues.  The beneficiaries of 

the institute comprise both 

the public and private 

sectors, engaged in trade-

related activities. 

 The creation of the BFTI as 

a PPP entity is a ground-

breaking and pioneering 

initiative in Bangladesh that 

provides this organization a 

unique opportunity to have 

a clear understanding of the 

issues of concern for the 

target groups and to cater to 

their needs in the ever-

expanding spheres of trade, 

especially international 

trade. The aims and 

objectives, and overall 

vision of the BFTI are 

shared by its stakeholders.  

 BFTI is administered by a 

Board of Directors. The Board 

is chaired by the Minister of 

Commerce with members 

drawn from both the 

government and business and 

industry. Private sector 

stakeholders include country’s 

business associations and 

chambers of commerce and 

industry, as well as the apex 

body -- Federation of 

Bangladesh Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry 

(FBCCI). Public sector 

membership comprises 

representatives from a number 

of ministries such as 

commerce, finance and 

foreign affairs. 

Mission:  

 

To set in motion the country's foreign trade management in a professional manner by developing 

trade and business knowledge of the public and private sector practitioners through top quality 

research, policy advice, education and training. The Institute has three major mandates: 

 

 Providing policy support to the government and the private sector trade bodies and 

associations on existing and emerging trade-related issues 

 Building trade-related capacity for government agencies and private sector enterprises 

through training and research; and 

 Creating a policy forum for consultation between policy makers and business leaders 

 

To carry out its mandate, the Institute may conduct the following activities: 

 Training 

 Research 

 Policy Advocacy 

 Consulting 
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 Education 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision: 

To develop as an internationally reputed institute for trade policy research, and a center of 

excellence for education and training of the highest standard on trade and business related 

subjects. 

This vision is to be achieved by gradually developing the structure, operational processes and 

human resource capacity of the BFTI, in order to effectively perform the mandated functions 

over a period of time. The core activities as envisaged in the vision are: 

 Applied research on international economic law and trade policy; 

 Policy advice on international economic law, trade-related regulatory frameworks and 

trade policy; 

 Practical training and capacity building on international economic law, trade regulation, 

economic policy making and international negotiations; 

 Recognized and accredited advanced academic programs on international economic law, 

international commerce, international business, and trade policy; 

 A public access information centre for the laws and regulations governing trade in 

Bangladesh and in its major trading partners. 
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1.  Chairman 

Honourable Minister, Ministry of Commerce 

Mr. Tipu Munshi, MP,  

2.  Vice-Chairman 

Secretary, Ministry of Commerce  

Mr. Tapan Kanti Ghosh, 

3.  Vice-Chairman 

President, Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry  

Mr. Md. Jashim Uddin, 

4.  Vice-Chairman 

President, International Chamber of Commerce Bangladesh 

Mr. Mahbubur Rahman 

5.  Member 

Senior Secretary, Ministry of Finance 

Mr. Abdur Rouf Talukder 

6.  Member 

Secretary, Economic Relations Division, Ministry of Finance 

Ms. Fatima Yasmin 

7.  Member 

Secretary, Ministry of Industries 

Ms. Zakia Sultana 

8.  Member  

Chairman, Bangladesh Tariff Commission 

Mr. Md. Afzal Hossain 

9.  Member 

Vice-Chairman, Export Promotion Bureau 

Mr. A.H.M. Ahasan 

10.  Member 

Rector, Foreign Service Academy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Ambassador Asad Alam Siam 

11.  Member 

President, Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association 

Mr. Faruque Hassan 

12.  Member 

President, Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Ms. Nihad Kabir 

13.  Member 

President, Chittagong Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Mr. Mahbubul Alam 

14.  Member 

President, Dhaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Mr. Rizwan Rahman, 

15.  Member  

President, Bangladesh Chamber of Industries (BCI) 

Mr. Anwar-Ul Alam Chowdhury, 

16.  Member 

President, Bangladesh Textile Mills Association 

Mr. Mohammad Ali Khokon 

17.  Member Secretary 

Chief Executive Officer, Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute 

Dr. Md. Jafar Uddin 

 

 

BFTI Board of Directors  

http://www.bfti.org.bd/staff_profile.aspx?id=STF000000000010
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BFTI Professionals  

1.  Dr. Md. Jafar Uddin  

Chief Executive Officer 

2.  Mr. Md. Obaidul Azam 

Director 

3.  Mr. Md. Saifur Rahman  

Senior Research Fellow 

4.  Mr. Ahsanul Islam 

Deputy Director (HRD & Accounts) 

5.  Mr. Md. Majbahul Islam 

Research Manager 

6.  Ms. Khaleda Begum Maiful 

Research  Manager 

7.  Mr. Saian Sadat  

Research  Manager 

8.  Ms. Mohsena Hossain Elora 

Asst. Director 

9.  Mr. Md. Julfikar Islam  

Research Associate 

10.  Mr. Rashedul Kabir,  

Research Associate 

11.  Mr. Harunur Rashid,  

Research Associate 

12.  Ms. Farhana Rifat 

Research Associate 

13.  Ms. Kazi Sadia 

Research Associate (a.i) 

14.  Mr. Farhan Mashuk 

Senior Research Officer 

15.  Ms. Mahin Afrose 

Senior Research Officer 

16.  Md. Shafiqul Islam 

Administrative Officer (R&L) 

17.  Ms. Mahfuza Rahman 

Administrative Officer 

18.  Mr.Md. Shahjahan Badsha 

Administrative Officer  (A&F) 

19.  Most. Mursana Afroze Mithi 

Executive Officer 
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Training (July 2020- June 2021) 

 

Year Number of 

trainings 

Number of 

Days 

Number of 

participants 

July 2020-June 2021 5 290 760 

 

Sl 

No. 

Month/Yea

r 

Topic Duration Number of 

Participants 

July 2020-June 2021 

1. September, 

2020 

Training Programme on the “Trade 

Foundation Course for Commercial 

Counsellors-Designate & First 

Secretaries (Commercial)-

Designate”. 

September, 

2020 

20 

2 November, 

2020 

Orientation Course for the Newly-

Joined Officials of the Ministry of 

Commerce. 

8th - 12th 

November, 

2020 

20 

3 February 

2021 

E-commerce Training for Women 

through E-learning 

February 

2021 

700 

4 March, 

2021 

English Language Course Training 

Programme for the Supporting 

Officials of the Commercial Wing in 

the Foreign Missions of Bangladesh.  

15th - 23rd 

March, 2021 

10 

5 April, 2021 Basic Orientation Training 

Programme for the Supporting 

Officials of the Commercial Wing in 

the Foreign Missions of Bangladesh. 

25th - 29th 

April, 2021 

10 

Total Trainings: 5  

 

It may, however, be mentioned that training works got severely hampered owing to Covid-19 

from May-August, 2021.     
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Research (July 2020- June 2021) 

 

Serial 

No. 

Topics Remarks 

1 Joint Feasibility Study of a Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

Agreement (CEPA) between Bangladesh and India, sponsored by the 

FTA Wing of the Ministry of Commerce. 

Ongoing  

(started on July, 

2019) 

 

2 03 Studies Suggested by NTTFC of BRCP-1 Project 

The titles of the studies are given below: 

• Study 1: Comparative analysis of trade policies of Bangladesh 

and its competing countries, particularly India, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, 

Cambodia, China and Indonesia. 

• Study 2: Identification of potential countries for signing Free 

Trade Agreements. 

• Study 3:  Review and Reforming the “Bangladesh Land Port 

Authority Act 2001”. 

Ongoing  

(started on 29 

April, 2021) 
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1. ‘The opinions of the BFTI on the proposed draft of the LDC group of the WTO sent 

through the Ministry of Commerce on the protection of the interests of the LDCs 

graduating into developing countries’ বিষয়ক একটি মতামত গত ৯ই আগস্ট, ২০২০, তাবিখে িাবিজ্য 

মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হয়। 

2. ‘TALKING POINTS: COVID-19 and Bangladesh Economy’ শীষ ষক একটি মতামত গত ৩১শশ 

আগস্ট, ২০২০, তাবিখে ই-শমইখয়ি মাধ্যখম িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হয়। 

3. COVID-19 Impact Assessment, Recovery Strategy, Policy Dialogue and Policy Reform 

to Revive Trade শীষ ষক একটি Study এি EoI – IFC, World Bank Group এ গত ২১শশ 

শেখেম্বি, ২০২০, তাবিখে দাবেয় কিা হখয়খে। 

4. গত ৯ই বিখেম্বি, ২০২০, তাবিখে “7th Trade Policy Review of India, 2020, “এি উপি 

বিএফটিআই এি মতামত িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হয়। 

5. "Proposed Agenda for Discussion at the 4th National Trade and 

Transport Facilitation Committee (NTTFC) Meeting” েংক্রান্ত মতামত গত ৯ই 

বিখেম্বি, ২০২০, তাবিখে িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হখয়খে। 

6. গত ২২শশ বিখেম্বি, ২০২০, তাবিখে জ্াতীয় তথ্য ও শ াগাখ াগ প্রযুবি  ীবতমায়া- ২০১৮” এি ওপি বিএফটিআইখয়ি 

মতামত িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হখয়খে। 

7. গত ১১ শফব্রুয়াবি, ২০২১ তাবিখে বিএফটিআই “Trade Policy Review of Myanmar” বিষয়ক একটি 

মতামত িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠিখয়খে। 

8. গত ২২ শফব্রুয়াবি, ২০২১ তাবিখে “Trade Policy Review of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia” 

এি উপি বিএফটিআই এি মতামত িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হখয়খে। 

9. গত ১৫ এবপ্রয়, ২০২১ তাবিখে “Trade Policy Review of Vietnam” এি উপি বিএফটিআই এি 

মতামত িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হখয়খে। 

10. গত ১৭ জু , ২০২১ তাবিখে International Investment summit (IIS) এি জ্ন্য বিএফটিআই শেখক 

একটি মতামত িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয় পাঠাখ া হখয়খে। 

 

 

 

 

Policy Support Activities (July 2020- June 2021) 
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Seminars/Roundtables/ Workshops/ Consultation Meetings/ Validation Workshops/ Project 

Designing and Finalisation Workshop/ National Consultation Workshop, etc.  (July 2020- 

June 2021) 

 

Sl No. Month/Year Topic Duration Number of 

Participants 

1.  October, 

2020 

 ‘21st Centuries BFTI: 

Opportunities & Challenges’ শীষ ষক 

বিএফটিআই এি োবভ ষে রুয়ে এিং প্রস্তাবিত 

Restructring বিষয়ক একটি শেবম াি অনুবিত 

হয়।  

Venue: BFTI Conference Room. 

18th 

October, 

2020 

45 

2.  February, 

2021 

Strategic Planning Workshop of the 

BFTI.  

Venue: Dinajpur Chamber of Commerce 

& Industries 

28th 

February – 

2nd March, 

2021 

40 

3.  May, 2021 Stakeholders’ consultation meeting of 

investment section under CEPA study. 

Venue: zoom platform 

19 May, 

2021 

 

4.  May, 2021 Workshop on Finalizing the Strategic 

Plan of the Bangladesh Foreign Trade 

Institute (BFTI). 

Venue: BFTI Conference Room. 

29th May 

2021 

50 

5.  May, 2021 Stakeholders’ Consultation Meeting of 

Trade in Service Section under CEPA 

Joint Feasibility study. 

Venue: zoom platform 

31 May, 

2021 
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Others/Meeting/Activities (July 2020- June 2021) 

 

1. গত ১২ শেখক ২৩শশ জুয়াই, ২০২০, েমখয় BPC এিং TFO Canada এি শ ৌে আখয়াজ্খ  ITFC of 

ISDB & GAC এি আবে ষক েহায়তায় (WITISG) প্রকখেি অধীখ  The Virtual Training of 

Trainers (ToT) program under the Export Launchpad Bangladesh 

project শীষ ষক Virtual Training programme-টি বিএফটিআই এি মখ া ীত ০৩ (বত ) জ্  

কম ষকতষা েফয়ভাখি েম্পন্ন কখি । 

2. বিএফটিআইখয়ি উখযাখগ CEPA েমীক্ষাি কাবিগবি েহায়তা প্রদাখ ি জ্ন্য UNESCAP এিং িাবিজ্য 

মন্ত্রিায়খয়ি উপবহহবতখত বিএফটিআইখয়ি কম ষকতষাখদি োখে একটি অ য়াই  েভা ৪ঠা আগষ্ট, ২০২০ তাবিখে অনুবিত 

হয়।   

3. UNESCAP- ARTNET-ITD আখয়াবজ্ত “Online Course on Trade Facilitation for 

Sustainable Development”- শীষ ষক অ য়াই  প্রবশক্ষি শকাখে ষ বিএফটিআই এি বেব য়ি বিোর্ ষ অবফোি 

৩িা আগস্ট, ২০২০, শেখক ১৮ই শেখেম্বি, ২০২০, প ষন্ত অংশগ্রহি কখি ।  

4. আঞ্চবয়ক শয়াক প্রশাে  প্রবশক্ষি শকন্দ্র, ঢাকা, আখয়াবজ্ত ১৩-২৪শশ শেখেম্বি, ২০২০, প ষন্ত অনুবিত “অবফে ব্যিস্থাপ া 

ও আইবেটি” শকাখে ষ বিএফটিআই এি প্রশােব ক কম ষকতষা অংশগ্রহি কখি ।   

5. গত ৩০শশ শেখেম্বি, ২০২০, তাবিখে কমাবশ ষয়ায় কাউবিয়ি/প্রেম েবর্ি (িাবিবজ্যক) পখদ  িব যুি কম ষকতষা এিং 

প্রাি  কমাবশ ষয়ায় কাউবিয়িখদি মখধ্য একটি মতবিব ময় েভা অনুবিত হয়। উি েভায়  িব যুি ও প্রাি  কমাবশ ষয়ায় 

কাউবিয়ি, িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়য় ও বিএফটিআই এি কম ষকতষােহ শমাট ২০জ্  অংশগ্রহি কখি । 

6. A Research Officer from BFTI attended a two daylong training 

programme organised by BITBEE on “SPS and WTO Commitments for 

Bangladesh” on 4-5 November, 2020. 

7. গত ১৭  খভম্বি, ২০২০ তাবিখে িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়য় আখয়াবজ্ত ততিী শপাশাক বশখেি েম্প্রোিি ও েহজ্ীকিি বিষয়ক 

“Study on Expansion and Facilitation of the RMG Sector of Bangladesh” 

েমীক্ষা প্রবতখিদখ ি সুপাবিশেমূহ িতষমাখ ি ব বিখে অবধকতি িাস্তিায় খ াগ্য কিাি য়খক্ষয আখয়াবজ্ত আন্ত:মন্ত্রিায়য় 

েভায় বিএফটিআই হখত একটি পাওয়াি পখয়ন্ট শপ্রখজ্খন্টশ  প্রদা  কিা হয়।                 

8. গত ২১শশ  খভম্বি, ২০২০, শেখক ২৪শশ  খভম্বি, ২০২০, প ষন্ত Indian Chamber of Commerce 

আখয়াবজ্ত Indian e-biz Expo 2020 এি Inaugural Session এ বিএফটিআই এি তৎকায়ীি প্রধা  

ব ি ষাহী কম ষকতষা Special Guest বহখেখি অংশ গ্রহি কখি ।  

9. বিএফটিআই এি একজ্  বিোর্ ষ ম্যাখ জ্াি গত ২৩-২৫  খভম্বি, ২০২০ তাবিখে ভািখতি বদ শেন্টাি ফি িাবিউটিও স্টাবি 

এিং Director General of Trade Remedies (DGTR) এি েহখ াবগতায় “Anti-

dumping and Countervalling Measures under WTO for Bangladesh 

stakeholders” শীষ ষক ৩ বদ ব্যাপী একটি কম ষশায়ায় অংশগ্রহি কখি । 

10. গত ৬ই বিখেম্বি, ২০২০, তাবিখে বিএফটিআই এি প্রধা  ব ি ষাহী কম ষকতষা, িাংয়াখদশ ও ভুটাখ ি মা  ীয় প্রধা মন্ত্রীি 

Virtual েংযুবিখত িাংয়াখদশ ফখি  োবভ ষে একাখিবমখত িাংয়াখদশ-ভািত বপ্রফাখিবিয়ায় শেি এবগ্রখমন্ট (বপটিএ) 

স্বাক্ষি এিং িাংয়াখদশখক ভুটা  কর্তষক স্বীকৃবত প্রদাখ ি ৫০ িেি পূবতষ উদ াপ  অনুিাখ  অংশগ্রহি কখি  । 

11. িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়য় কর্তষক গঠিত RCEP কবমটিি একজ্  েদস্য বহখেি BFTI এি একজ্  প্রবতব বধ ১৪ই বিখেম্বি, 

২০২০, তাবিখে অংশগ্রহি কখি । 
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12. বিএফটিআই এি দুইজ্  গখিষিা কম ষকতষা গত ২৫ শফব্রুয়াবি, ২০২১ তাবিখে িাবিজ্য মন্ত্রিায়খয়ি এক্সখপাট ষ 

কবম্পটিটিভখ ে ফি জ্িে (EC4J) প্রকখেি আওতায় র্ামড়া ও র্ামড়াজ্াত পণ্যোখতি উপি অনুবিত একটি বয়ংখকজ্ 

ওয়াকষশখপ অংশগ্রহি কখি । 

13. গত ৩১ মার্ ষ, ২০২১ তাবিখে World Trade Organization, International Trade 

Centre(ITC) এিং UNDESA- এি েহখ াবগতায় WTO-এি SPS এিং TBT শ াটিবফখকশ  েংক্রান্ত 

e-Ping Alert System- এি উপি একটি অ য়াই  শেবম াি অনুবিত হয় শ োখ  বিএফটিআই এি একজ্  

বিোর্ ষ ম্যাখ জ্াি অংশগ্রহি কখি । 

14. Two Research Associates from BFTI attended a 7 daylong training 

programme titled “Bileteral and Regional Free Trade agreement” under 

Bangladsh Trade Policy and Negogiation Capacity Building Support 

Project- (phase-1) from 3rd April to 7th April, 2021. 

15. িাংয়াখদশ বিবজ্ও ায় কাখ বিবভটি প্রকে-১ এি আওতায় “Capacity Building Training on Trade 

and Development” বিষখয় ৩১ শম - ২ জু , ২০২১, তাবিখে বত  (০৩) বদ ব্যাপী শদশীয় প্রবশক্ষখি 

বিএফটিআই এি একজ্  গখিষিা কম ষকতষা অংশগ্রহি কখি । 

16. পবিকে া কবমশখ ি কা ষক্রম বিভাখগি আওতায় “কা ষক্রম বিভাখগ একটি  তু  বিবজ্টায় িাটাখিজ্ স্থাপখিি মাধ্যখম 

িাবষ ষক উন্নয়  িাখেট ব্যিস্থাপিা শবিশায়ীকিি” শীষ ষক প্রকখেি আওতায় ADP/RADP management 

System (AMS) বিষখয় ২ বদ ব্যাপী প্রবশক্ষি শকাখে ষ বিএফটিআই এি দুইজ্  বিোর্ ষ ম্যাখ জ্াি ৯ ও ১০ জু , 

২০২১ তাবিখে অংশগ্রহি কখি । 

17. Asst. Director of BFTI attended a three (3) daylong training on “Public 

procurement” under the program of Capacity Building Training 

organized by BRCP-1 from 20 to 22 June, 2021. 

18. Senior Research Fellow of BFTI was attended a virtual workshop titled 

“Graduation of Bangladesh from the least developed country (LDC) 

jointly organized by ERD, UN-OHRLLS and UN-CDP on 23 June 2021. 

19. গত ২৮ জু , ২০২১ তাবিখে িাংয়াখদশ বিবজ্ও ায় কাখ বিবভটি প্রকে-১ এি আওতায় “Sustainable 

Management, Update and Upgradation of the Bangladesh Trade Portal: 

Role of Focal Points from Different Agencies” বিষখয়ি উপি অ য়াই  কম ষশায়ায় 

বিএফটিআই এি একজ্  গখিষিা কম ষকতষা অংশগ্রহি কখি ।  
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Project work: On-going (July 2020- June 2021) 

 

 

1. Vision-2041 Project: 

A Technical Assistance Project Proposal (TAPP) titled “Addressing the Trade-related Challenges 

of Bangladesh to Attain the Vision 2041” has been submitted to the Ministry of Commerce on 

16th November, 2021 after revising the comments of the planning commission. The revised 

project cost is 7793 lakhs. Initially the proposed project cost was 93 crores 44 lakh. 

 

2. Feasibility Study Project on Halal Food: 

Program document for “Conducting a feasibility study on Halal product of Bangladesh” is under 

formulation.  

 

3. Programme on Strengthening BFTI: 

Program document for “Strengthening BFTI for combating challenges in international trade of 

Bangladesh” is under formulation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

\ 
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Financial Positions of BFTI Fund- 30th June, 2021 

 

Financial Positions of Fund 

As on 30.06.2020 

 

Sl 

No 
Bank Name FDR/MIS No 

Maturity 

Date 

Closing balance as on 

30.06.21 

1 Brac Bank Ltd. 1506-303660923002 24.01.22 10,60,00,000 

2 Brac Bank Ltd. 1506303660923006 07.01.22 1,00,00,000 

3 Brac Bank Ltd. 1506303660923007 17.02.22 30,00,000 

4 Trust Bank 0030-0472000050 18.10.21 45,00,000 

5 Trust Bank 0030-0472000041 13.09.23 80,00,000 

6 Standard Bank  200 550000 471 09.07.21 54,785,500 

7 Standard Bank 200 550000 472 09.07.21 6,026,625 

8 Premier Bank  107 37600000 075 04.02.22 10,00,000 

9 Premier Bank 107-34200000-922 24.11.24 40,00,000 

10 Premier Bank 0107 37600000 071 09.12.22 20,00,000 

11 Premier Bank 0107 37600000 072 09.12.22 5,00,000 

12 Meghna Bank Ltd. 1101-36300000160 16.01.22 70,00,000 

13 Meghna Bank Ltd. 1101-36200000004 24.06.23 30,00,000 

14 Meghna Bank Ltd. 1101-36300000003 24.06.23         15,00,00,000  

15 Meghna Bank Ltd. 1101-36300000157 25.11.21         10,00,00,000  

Total Fund as FDR:  45,98,12,125 

Source: Auditors’ Report as on 30th June, 2021. 


































